CLUB UPDATE
East Bedfordshire Model Railway Society
Issue No 22 September 2017
Introduction
Busy, busy, busy! We’ve managed to co-ordinate regular and sustained progress on Sutton, Finchley
and Aylesbury in the last few months, including track, signals, buildings and ongoing researches. In
addition we now have Aylesbury’s supports nailed to the walls, up and out of the way as well as the
trestles, and we’ve had a decent tidy up (again!), so the club room feels more organised and a little
more spacious. It’s simply not possible to have something to do for everyone every week, but it’s
good to see such progress and people getting involved when they can, long may it continue. Well done
to all. It’s also nice to see that the Club can help people, and people are willing to help the Club –
more on this inside.
In this issue:
Club Notes: Updates, followed by “A simple sojourn into the world of point rodding”
Layouts: the latest updates for each
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Members’ Matters: GN Clerestories part 2 by Dave Sutton, plus a bit of Little Salkeld
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
And Finally: A club ‘yesteryear’ picture.

The Picture
Aylesbury, 13 August 1966. The train is an RCTS special headed by Bulleid light pacific no. 34002
‘Salisbury’, shedded at Nine Elms at the time. The tour started at Waterloo and travelled via
Neasden, taking 45 minutes for a doubled-reversal for which 3 minutes had been allowed! It
continued to Nottingham Victoria where it was replaced by 48197, with the pacific going to Colwick
shed. 61131 replaced 48197 at Shireoaks, then E26053 from Elsecar Jct to Penistone and Sheffield
Victoria. 61131 then returned the train to Nottingham before 34002 completed the tour to
Marylebone, via High Wycombe, over 100 minutes late.
With permission, courtesy of The Mike Morant Collection.
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CLUB NOTES
Shows
We are in the midst of readying Cheriton for its visit to TADRail at Wing (14 October), but having seen
Kempston show’s line-up announced we now know we aren’t invited. As we have had no further news
of the interest in Sutton for Romford in April we’ve concluded that will not take place either.
Slightly more positively, we have potential invites to Fareham and Bristol, for both Cheriton AND
Sutton, for 2019/2020. Further details in due course.
At this point a small reminder that at 30/9 we have 20 weeks until next year’s show, during which
time we have Tring to attend, an AGM, the Christmas break and attending Erith show only 4 weeks
before ours. Our early thoughts are that we shall have a demonstration of Finchley rather than
having a layout to operate, which will release people for assisting around the show.
We are also still looking into the best options for flyers and programmes; we’ve had a number of
quotes but no signs of anyone being able to offer sponsorship of costs. In the circumstances we are
most likely to take up use of an on-line firm. The programmes may cost about 50% more than what we
paid in 2015, but would be of higher quality print, and the flyers could give us significant numbers
quite cheaply; all we need to do is confirm a design, soon, so we can distribute the flyers this autumn.
Facebook
We now have an EBMRS Facebook group (thanks Jim), on which we can share railway and modellingrelated items of interest. I have taken the liberty of posting some traction engine pictures (well,
they are steam!), and at the time of writing we already have the diversity of Dutch, Welsh and Irish
trains, Severn Valley and pics of a class 50 railtour. Search EBMRS on Facebook.
Visitors
We’ve had a couple of visitors to the club. Steve Browne had been an occasional visitor to the club,
but he’s now paid to be a member – welcome back Steve!
One couple wanted advice on selling old Trix-Twin trains, and we managed to point them in the
direction of the collectors association and that they have a specialised show at Milton Keynes. They
went away very happy with our help.
A second couple contacted us as they had a display stand to donate, should we want it, as they
wanted it to go to a good home. Yes please! I visited them to pick
it up in my little Hyundai i10, and they present me with two very
large cases full of stuff, and it only just went in the car with the back
seat folded down. It’s quite heavy too. However, it looks to be in
decent nick and I want to make use of it at our show to promote our
existence. The couple have been invited to our show as our guests
and they can see it being used as intended. All we have to do is hold
back Dave from forcibly extracting entrance money!
Room storage & lighting
Here’s a picture of Alan Burkinshaw studying the Aylesbury legs. I
think he’s saying “You’ll never get the layout level up there…” .
We’ve looked at using an LED strip to boost lighting in the room, but
it was unsuccessful. However, we will see what else can be done.
And in connection with storage, when at the club please see if
there’s any rubbish to take away – it helps a lot!
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A simple sojourn into the world of point rodding
Picture yourself in this scene. It's dark; the only street light is flickering between life and death, and
a cool wind is whipping up fallen leaves into swirling columns. You tuck your face deeper into your
collar and rewind the scarf around your neck. There's a building ahead, some hope of shelter as
spots of rain start pattering on your head and coat, and a flash is quickly followed by a broad rumble
of thunder. You brace yourself and step on, dashing into the doorway and as your eyes adjust to the
porch light you see the notice on the door. An icy chill stabs you like a knife in the stomach when
you see the words "Tonight: a simple sojourn into the world of point rodding". Have you made a
horrible mistake? Someone, somewhere, lets out a hideous, gargling scream but it's too late, a
gnarled hand, scarred from years of soldering-iron abuse, emerges from the doorway and guides you
in.......you are now in the darkly esoteric world of………The Railway Club……
I’ve been aiming to write this for some time, in support of the point rodding needs for Finchley. It is a
broad and complex subject, more so than I think we need concern ourselves at 1:76 scale. I shall
principally keep to what seems pertinent for Finchley in the hope it makes it simpler, but before I
start I’ll remind you I worked out a signalling scheme based partially on what we know existed,
alongside the need for adaptations for our created scheme. Then there was a debate about the kinds
of signals to be used, changing some of the planned semaphores to electric light, which has made me
reconsider what the signal box functions need to be and so it resulted in some changes to the scheme
and the required rodding. Did I say I’d try to keep it simple?
Here, then, I will consider the mechanical operation of points, point locks, signal arms and signal
detection, and your challenge is to correct or question anything you think is amiss!
You should all be familiar with the image of the signalman in his box, duster in hand, standing by a
fine raft of colourful levers with polished handles and a shelf of burnished walnut block instruments.
Craftsmanship at its finest! The levers control the locks, points and signals and for each of these
there is a linked rod mechanism beneath the frame which pivots down through the floor (and
interlocking tappets) to cranks in the base to transfer onward movement.
Signal Wires
Signal wires are wound from 7 strands of wire at about 15swg to 17swg. The signal wires are
supported on small pulley wheels, about 1¾” diameter, on posts about 13” to 18” tall, around 24’
apart with multiple wires, up to 30’ apart if only a single wire is being supported. And for changing
direction a larger pulley wheel is used, with a chain of about 6’ around the pulley to avoid the wire
chafing. The ‘normal’ wheel size is about 10” but could be anything from about 6” up to 24”
depending on position and potential wire slack to be dealt with. Signal wires were also commonly
supported from any suitable surface, not just wooden posts.
For Finchley we need to resolve whether to model any of these items – the wheels and posts are
obvious to the eye, but the wires are less so and may be too delicate or awkward to include for
exhibition working. Perhaps someone can suggest something suitable or even provide a small
demonstration? It will need to be robust. Where we will now use electric light signalling we don’t
need the mechanics, but we do need to look at whether we need to fit cable trunking, another aspect
someone can help to research.
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Point rodding
Rodding: First patented by Webb of the LNWR in 1874, which used square channel and is what we will
use on Finchley. For comparison, round section came in 1 & 5/16” section lengths of 16’ . Square
section was 1 5/8 x 1 7/32 and in lengths of 18’ to 18’6”. Rodding was supported at joins and in the
centre of the length using pulley wheels – round section at 2 ¾” centres, square section at 2 1/2”
centres.
The first appearance of the rods and signal wires will be
1 Lead-off bed outside Wansford signal box
through openings at the base of the box, where a set of
pulley wheels (for signal wires) and cranks (for rodding)
are set out on the lead-off bed. Some lower quadrant
signals situated near the box may be operated by
rodding, e.g. M.R. practice. The lead-off bed can be a
cramped space, so the various wheels, cranks and runs
are arranged at different heights to negotiate each
other. Note the photograph which shows the lead-off
bed as a set of sleeper timbers as there’s a lot to
secure, but individual bases may be utilised. For lever
frames set at 4” centres the bases are set at 55 degrees
(from the box) to ensure the movement forces are along
the line of the base. The angle changes in accordance
with the lever centres.
There are two basic types of crank for lead-off bed
positions, the standard right-angle crank and a semicircular accommodating crank for when space is
limited. These can be ‘handed’ to continue the pull or
push movement, or change pull to push & vice-versa.

Onward from the box we need to consider
walking routes, cabling, tracks, buildings and
whatever other railway accoutrements might
be in the way. And, of course, they need to be
supported off the ground.
This picture shows a typical point-rodding
stool, showing the concrete base, frame and
wheels to ease movement.

2 Point rodding stool, SVR
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The point rodding isn’t particularly bendy, so to change direction requires further cranks. We note
also it is made from metals which expand and contract with fluctuations in temperature. In 1925 the
Board of Trade/Ministry of Transport set a limit of 350 yards for mechanically operated points, and a
350 yard run can vary by as much as 13¼ inches compared to the 4¼ inches required to move point
blades. Anything over 10 yards requires a means to compensate for this variable, so a compensating
crank is used.
The compensating crank
allows for thermal
expansion, but also
changes movement from
push to pull/pull to push.
Note here that the crank is
at floor level, mounted on
a timber base, and is
connected to the rodding
by angled links. Joins in
the rodding can also be
seen. There needs to be
the same amount of push
as pull in each run……
3 Compensating crank, SVR

This image shows a
considerable run, and how
the signal wires have been
required to change position
by going underneath using
wheels and chains.

So, we now have a view of
some basics of the rodding
and signal cables to get us
away from the box – but we
can’t quite get to the points
yet! In places using facing
points there needs to be a
locking mechanism.
4 Hopefully we don't need this much on Finchley!

A passenger line has a requirement for a full point lock, but a non-passenger line makes do with a
simpler bolt lock, and the signal wire is linked to the point rodding nearby so that the signal can only
be changed if the points are in the correct position. This is called’ Detection’; a bar linked to the
point tie bar is notched so that the corresponding signal wire bar can’t be moved unless the notch is
aligned correctly. The following three pictures illustrate the principle.
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5 Facing point and detection at Bewdley, SVR

This picture shows an interesting array of equipment to change the points, lock it, detect the point
position and signal wire runs. It also shows, right, some signal wire cranks which change direction of
movement and happen to lift wires above the detection equipment.

6 A closer view of a point with facing lock and signal detection,
quite close to the point

Pictures 6 shows a detector with three separate signal
cables, and they are linked to both the point and the point
lock.

7 Another example showing the detection
equipment a little further away.

Picture 7 shows similar but with one signal wire, and also sows the adjustable crank for the point
change – there is an adjustable bracket fixed to the nearer arm on the crank for fine-tuning the
overall movement.
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Having got this far you now know about as much as me. Simples? When portrayed on Finchley at
least we don’t have to make it work! But I do propose we include representations of the key bits.
As a starter for 10 this last picture - illustrative at this stage - shows the crossover on the branch
between Finchley and the Midland line, which is single line on the Midland side and requires a bolt
lock. It is also covered by a signal and shunt signal from the single line side.
One lever changes both points, the rodding runs splitting from one rod on the lead-off bed. The run is
shown in blue, including the cranks at the position required and the obligatory compensating crank as
a sort of ‘M’ shape. The point lock run is shown in orange and signal wires in green, with the
detection needs being close to the point blades. Arrows show push and pull directions on each length.

I hope this has given you at least a little insight into the mechanical side of things, and I haven’t even
touched on the links to the electric signals, which operated on a local basis with electrical links into
the box. If you can add any further detail on any of this it would be most welcome.
Sources
 Ambis engineering
 LMS Journal and Midland Record
 LNWR Portrayed http://norgrove.me.uk/resources/rodding.html
 http://www.rmweb.co.uk/community/index.php?/topic/76135-point-rodding-some-questions/
 Institute of Railway Signal Engineers – irse.org, PA01 Mechanically Operated Points
 Scalefour news 108
 Scalefour Digest 23.6.5
 EMGS Manual 1.4.2
 Model Railway Journal 113 and 115
 Model Railway Constructor February and March 1982
Suppliers of rodding and signalling parts
 Ambis
 Bill Bedford – available from Eileen’s Emporium
 Brassmasters
 Masokits - https://traders.scalefour.org/masokits/
 www.modelu3d.co.uk/.../infrastructure-detailing/point-rodding
 www.finescale.org.uk/index.php?route=product/category&path=409
 Wills (plastic rodding parts)
 www.modelsignals.com/4mm_scale_page.htm
 www.roxeymouldings.co.uk/category/87/4mm-scale-/-00-gauge.
 http://www.wizardmodels.co.uk/FrameSetShop.php?DM=wizabout
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
We had an interesting contact from a Nick Blessley quite recently, a grandson of Mr Blessley of
Blessley & Spyer fame. Bern has already made this building for Finchley and Nick has seen the
pictures on our web page, prompting him to reminisce and send us 3 very interesting pictures of the
building taken in 1906 and 1930. Here’s a great elevated view, in 1930, showing roof details and an
intriguing view of the lane leading down to the coal yard. Our gratitude to Nick, to say that’s been
helpful is a huge understatement.

Here’s shot of Bern’s model of CP Munn, Builders. This was situated to the other side of the station
from Blessley & Spyer. It’s currently with me to weather it (gulp!). As with many of the buildings we
don’t have all the information, so the back yard is an interpretation (and actually inspired by buildings
in Shefford!).
Bern’s next building is a Corporation warehouse for the Willesden end of the goods yard. This was
calculated to need some 80 identical windows – quite some task in itself. In steps Dave Sutton, with
the offer to knock them all out on his cutting machine – sort out the design in the program, place
clear plastic sheet in the machine and press go.
Hey presto! Plenty of windows to progress the
building – impressive, and more on this later.
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Good progress has been made on Finchley’s fiddle boards recently. Following the curves at the
Willesden end having been laid, we laid out the boards to mark up all the straight track required. We
then discovered that the curves don’t quite line up equidistantly across the board and we had a fun
hour or so working out the best approach. The alignments were then drawn on so that all sleepers on
the straight sections could be laid quickly and all in alignment, making for a much tidier appearance.
As we go we will be considering the positions for loco lifts and magnets. We will set up Finchley in
November for a review and consider the ongoing wiring needs. We now have a separate power pack,
making the control panel much lighter.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Finalise and test trestle arrangements.
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed; Jim is assessing/starting work and has identified
component needs.
 The workload requires other volunteers. Bern, Dave Sutton and Roy have stepped up, but don’t
just leave it to them - there will be some of the more straightforward aspects that could be
done by anyone.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock, and we need to consider the robustness of the fixings.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to fit the pre-built track and infill the remainder.
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions being resolved, items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Lighting the layout has been under much discussion. Multiple LED has been considered, and
Jim has also suggested a ‘catenary’ system. Its attachment to the layout has been considered
by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 We still need to obtain a good station sign print – options to be explored.
 Platform buildings are complete but require painting. There will be a few outbuildings needed
for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice addition but may not be practical; it is
very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley requires building, with the final
positioning of buildings to be considered.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.
Alan Cooper
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
Jim, with Bern’s assistance, has been working through the signals on Sutton to install servos, operating
linkages and wiring it all up. Starting at the fiddle yard end (board 7), they have worked through to
board 4 and the more interesting challenge of making those on the gantry work.

Actions list:
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced at some point (Dave Sutton has a plan), but they remain
usable for now. Dave is also progressing the new support beams.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly – see also under Cheriton
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too.

CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton is attending TADRail at Wing (near Leighton Buzzard) in October, and we’ve just finished
testing the layout. We were to amend the curtain to be fixed by Velcro, but bizarrely the darkbrown curtain has disappeared from the club – do you know where it is?!
Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun. Jim’s wife has agreed to assist with the curtain.
General Maintenance
A ‘Quick Guide’ for the layout’s assembly has been drawn up in draft. At first look we’ve had
suggestions for its improvement, but it looks to be a good model we can adopt for club layouts.
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AYLESBURY TOWN
Michael has been testing his eyesight to the limit by making about 40 metres of flexible track, a few
lengths each week, and mighty good it looks too! We shall need to erect Aylesbury shortly to place
the track on it and see if we need any more. As you will have seen earlier, we now have the legs hung
out of the way on the wall, a big help to storage.
We’ve had some initial debate around the way the layout will be controlled, questioning whether to
go down the route of a DCC system or by building controls from MERG kit. There’s some concern
about the suitability and reliability of lap-top and/or phone control, so there’s some way to go yet.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning to progress this.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section. Construction of points to be agreed.
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. To be debated.
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unless stated
2017
3-Oct
10-Oct
Fri 13-Oct
Sat 14-Oct
17-Oct
24-Oct
31-Oct
Sat 4-Nov
7-Nov
14-Nov
21-Nov
28-Nov
5-Dec
12-Dec
19-Dec
26-Dec
2018
2-Jan
9-Jan
16-Jan
23-Jan
Sat 27-Jan &
Sun 28-Jan
30-Jan
6-Feb
13-Feb
Fri 16-Feb
Sat 17-Feb
31 Mar

Alan Cooper

CLUB TIMETABLE

Issue No 22 September 2017
Activity notes

Collect all Cheriton requirements for picking up Friday 13 October
Meet at club around 4:30 to collect Cheriton; evening set-up at Wing
Cheriton to attend TADRail, at Wing
Resolve pre-show advertising requirements for EBMRS

Nominal date for AGM
2018 Show programme to be finalised and printing arrangements made

Club closed for Christmas.

Target for newsletter 23

Cheriton Bishop at Erith Model Railway Show

Collect all exhibition requirements together
Meet at club 12:00 to collect exhibition items
EBMRS show
Target for newsletter 24
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Organiser

Event

03-Oct
05-Oct

LCGB
RCTS-MK

The East Lincolnshire Railway, Mike Fowler
A Chapter of Accidents' Phil Graham

07-Oct

Model event

March MRC Open Day The Scout Hall, Mill View, March,

10-Oct

RCTS-C

The Last fifty years of Scottish railways. David McLean

10-Oct

RCTS-H

The Isle of Man Railway, Geoff Brockett

14-Oct

Model event

14-Oct

Rail tour

14 &15-Oct

Model event

14 &15-Oct

Model event

Gauge One Model Railway Association (G1mra) - Autumn Show,
Wood Green Animal Centre
THE PENNINE CHOUGH Kings Cross – Leeds & return,
motive power TBC
The National Festival of Railway Modelling East of England
Showground
Corby Exhibition, Corby

17-Oct

LCGB

AGM and 'My Travels', David Eatwell

19-Oct

Steph. LS

Road and Rail in North London, Jim Blake

21-Oct

Rail tour

THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS Norwich-London Victoria 60103

25-Oct

HMRS

Cambridge area - then and now - Part 2, David Scudamore

26-Oct

Stev. LS

More from the Kidderminster Museum Railway Archive, David Postle

28-Oct

Model event

Chiltern Hills Vintage Train Group, Amersham

31-Oct

RCTS-W

American Wanderings, Heading East, Gordon Davies

01-Nov

Collector event

Joe Lock Model Railways, Hertford Toy & Train Fair, Hertford

02-Nov

RCTS-MK

Post War Years on the St Pancras District, Arthur Turner

04-Nov

Rail tour

07-Nov

LCGB

THE YORKSHIREMAN 60103 Ealing Broadway-Cricklewood-Melton
Mowbray-York
The Hitchin South Diaries 1906-1968, George Howe

NLRHS

Cross Rail – Moving London Forward, Patrick Griffin

10-Nov

Stevenage MRC

The Inter City Story, Datchworth Village Hall, Chris Green

14-Nov

RCTS-C

Australia Part II & an European miscellany, Andy Grimmett

14-Nov

RCTS-H

My Footplate Career - The Early Years, Mick Barslow

Book event

08-Nov

14-Nov

Time

14:00

16-Nov

Steph. LS

Britain’s 100 best railway Stations, Simon Jenkins. Spirella
Ballroom, Letchworth, tickets £6 at David’s Bookshop, Letchworth
Travels in Germany and Seden. Roger Elkin.

18-Nov

Model event

Model Railway Exhibition, Bassingbourn Village College

23-Nov

Rail tour

25-Nov

Model event

THE CHRISTMAS WHITE ROSE 46233: Kings Cross-York
60009:
York-Kings Cross
Letchworth MRS Exhibition, Etonbury Academy, Arlesey

25-Nov

Model event

28-Nov

RCTS-W

29-Nov

19:30

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

30-Nov

Stev. LS

05-Dec

LCGB

An evening of discussion and viewing members' current modelling
projects.
A cinder Path Leads to the Shed – Steam around the UK 1957-1968,
John Hunt
Engine Sheds Part 8, Chris Banks

09-Dec

Rail tour

THE LINDUM FAYRE 46233: Kings Cross-Lincoln and return

12-Dec

RCTS-H

More Archive Films, Frank Banfield

Alan Cooper

18:30

HMRS

Bedfordshire 16mm Narrow Gauge Area Group, Eaton Bray Village
Hall
Freight in the North, Stephen Batty
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

14-Dec

Stev. LS

Tebay on Ebay, David Pearce

14-Dec

Steph. LS

Strictly freight only. Brian Ringer

16-Dec

Rail tour

19-Dec

LCGB

19-Dec

RCTS-W

THE YORK YULETIDE EXPRESS 46233: Ealing Broadway-York 60009:
York-Ealing Broadway (via Bedford)
Christmas Special. The seasonal mixture of food, films, fotos and
frustration!
Tour de France by Narrow Gauge, Michael Bunn

19-Dec

Rail tour

THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS Loco TBA: Windsor-Ely and return

13 &14-Jan

Model event

Chiltern Model Railway Association Exhibition, Stevenage Arts &
Leisure Centre

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory
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MEMBERS' MATTERS

Great Northern Clerestory Stock.....The Sequel
So after you were all gripped to your seats by the first part, the Editor begged me to give you a part 2
..... (He might not say it, but I can tell by his eyes) (That was Butanone fumes, Alan.)
So in part 1 the coach master was made and from that I cast approximately 12 coaches, I picked 3 of
the better ones for myself with the others going to good homes.
The first job is to open out the window apertures
with a knife, a bit of a tedious job and a few put
up a struggle, then cleaned up with a file to
finish. Next is to fill any imperfections with filler,
the roof was particularly susceptible to air
pockets and needed a dusting of primer filler then
fine filler (Humbrol) The body sides were ok apart
from a couple of air pockets at the lower edge.
This is because it was actually the top edge in the
mould and so air collected as the resin was curing
and got trapped. These holes are filled with a mix
of Cyano and talc which is ‘stickier’ than fine
filler and sets like concrete. The excess is
cleaned up with a file then some 400 & 800 wet &
dry to finish.
I’m not sure about how much detail I’ll add
(handles etc) so I’ve left the moulded ones
on the original body. I do think in future I’ll
just cast a completely plain body with just
some witness marks for placement of detail.
Next up is the base coat for the Teak finish.
The primer used this time is white, then an
undercoat of Volkswagon Orange.

The teak effect is a method by Mike Trice that I read about 3 or more years ago and tried, much
better than the precision paints I’ve used and certainly more enjoyable. With the orange base the
graining is achieved with artist’s oil paint, I used some Winsor & Newton burnt umber mixed with
some Liquin. This is to give a glossy finish
and to speed the drying time.

Alan Cooper
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I much prefer this method of ‘Teaking’ and
think it looks better.

The underframes were a mix of re-used Hornby and some MJT bogies, I cast some gas tanks and
vacuum cylinders as well as some Fox bogie sides in resin and fitted those and some 3’6” Mansell
wheels from Wizard.

The worst part was the glazing, and for future projects I will use David Jenkinson’s method as each
pane had to be cut and fixed individually……Yeeee Gods…!!!!
Transfers were from the HMRS ECJS sheet (40) and a coat of Klear brushed over

Alan Cooper
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Apart from couplings
and some weathering
they are done (as
much as I’ll do) I
learnt a lot doing
these and have
already changed some
methods for the
following model. The
main one was to make
it as 4 separate
side/end mouldings
This is a 48’ luggage van which does by chance have identical sides meaning just one master needs to
be made

These were made up into a
simple shell, the roof
sections are the main roof
and clerestory masters for
mould making.

Part way through the filling and
cleaning up stage

Alan Cooper
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This was then
painted the same
and treated to the
same ‘teaking’. I
did try something
different and this
was to paint the
beading before
teaking and then
wipe it off the oil
paint before it
dried. This was
actually quite
successful

This has since been transferred and Kleared and just requires roof paint, glazing, underframe fitting,
couplings and weathering.

This method has proved successful for some parts and not so for others, I think it more suited to some
of the 150+ wagons I still need especially the Colwick coal wagons so I will trial one of those. In the
meantime I have 2 tender drives to build as well as some regular kits of wagons and coaches….and
continuing to wire the control panel……
Dave
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 2

I managed to get a visit to
Paul Moss, to see his layout
Little Salkeld. I’m hoping
he’ll give us a proper update
soon, but here’s three
pictures of interest.
Firstly is just a taster, a 9F
trundling around the layout on
a train of mineral wagons.

Secondly, in connection with our considerations for the Aylesbury track requirements, here’s a double
slip on Paul’s layout. This was built for him, and is of soldered construction, really looking the part.

Thirdly here’s the waiting room under construction. Note the pound coin for size comparison!
The building has been made with parts prepared and cut on Dave Sutton’s cutting machine, showing
an example of its possibilities.

Alan Cooper
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
A possible positive impact to the EWRL project is noted on Network Rail’s web news page. Network
Rail has recommended connecting the Chiltern Line to Old Oak Common, with Marylebone approaching
capacity with the recent growth of traffic. When opened in 2026 it will have the advantage of being
linked to Heathrow Express, Crossrail, HS2 and the Great Western mainline. This would result in up to
four additional trains per hour into London.
Network Rail’s study also recommends that by 2024 Marylebone Station should be upgraded, with
1,000 extra train seats per hour coming into the terminus during peak times, alongside longer
platforms at key stations. And looking towards 2043, it wants the route between Aylesbury and Princes
Risborough to be double tracked for greater capacity and speed.
The Bicester – Bedford section may seek government approval to start work in 2019, with completion
then in 2023. The DfT has removed electrification, supposedly enabling a quicker delivery!
Locally, the Central Section will see a preferred route being selected during 2018 following a number
of public consultation events. The Secretary of State for Transport commissioned a report in
December 2016, so its publication is awaited. Illustrative plans show construction starting in the mid2020s, with trains operating on the new railway by the early 2030s, subject to there being a case for
investment and a successful application for development consent powers.
Great Northern & ECML route
New Azuma trains - The inaugural run north of the border was made in August as part of a testing
program in preparation for roll out of the 65-strong fleet on the east coast route next year.
The Azuma on test was a 9-car bi-mode train, being ceremoniously piped into Dunbar station!
Another new station for Cambridge is proposed, south of the city centre station to support
Addenbrookes hospital and the considerable growth of the city in that area.
Thameslink CrossRail
Noted from the Govia press release: proposed changes introduced incrementally from May 2018:
 The expanded Thameslink network gives 140 stations (currently 60) direct access to St Pancras
International, Farringdon, City Thameslink and Blackfriars, with peak trains every 2-3 minutes
across central London and an interchange at Farringdon for Crossrail
 New direct Thameslink routes through London between:
o Cambridge and Brighton / Maidstone East /Ashford International
o Horsham and Peterborough
o Luton and Kent Medway Towns (e.g. Greenwich and Dartford)
o Bedford and Littlehampton / East Grinstead
 Faster, seamless journeys: Cambridge to Gatwick Airport 20% faster; Greenwich to Luton
Airport 37% faster; 10-15 minutes quicker to Canary Wharf and Paddington via Crossrail
(Elizabeth Line) at Farringdon
CrossRail 2
This is under initial planning, for south-west to north-east London. It’s mainly to support the
Wimbledon to Cheshunt corridor, removing pressure from Waterloo, but it will open up opportunities
to Cambridge and Stansted (for example), and a link to New Southgate / Alexandra Palace, with a
nominal route being Clapham – Euston – Dalston or Hackney – New Southgate and Tottenham Hale.
Work may not start until 2033 though, as funding may rely on full completion of the current CrossRail
project; London is paying some of the cost and payments won’t be complete until about then!
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued from No 10 & 21 –
 Oerlikon units: some progress!
I approached John Redrup of London Road
Models at the Aylesbury Show, and he
showed me the masters for the ‘gubbins’
that will go under the underframes. He’s
also produced some vacuum-formed roofs,
knows what he will include for the
underframes and trailer bogies, and is
working on the masters for the motor bogie.
He’s hopeful this will culminate in a late2018 release.
Continued from 20
 PROJECT: A mini layout for testing.
With no further comment on this it is likely
to be dropped, however I shall give it until
the AGM in November for members to
consider whether to progress.
Continued from 21
 The Committee has suggested we may
begin to consider what layout is built next.
We must, of course, progress Finchley and
Aylesbury, so this is regarded as a longer
term idea and therefore we will use the time
to ensure the project would be fully debated
·
and planned from the outset. It will be
aided enormously if it will make use of the
trestles and beams and is not a large
scheme! The floor is therefore open to your
proposals.
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 If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than
‘train set’, using code 75 track, and
Aylesbury (N scale) is using fine code 40.
For any layout we need to stock it with
appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles,
back-to-backs and couplings that will enable
the layout to operate smoothly. The OO
layouts use Sprat & Winkle couplings,
Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift
the presentation of any layout. Do you
have stock that is suitably prepared, or
maybe you need to bring stock in for advice
from other members?
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And Finally….

Here’s a picture from February 1993, as it
appeared in the Biggleswade Chronicle – thanks to
John Wakeman for digging this out!
It shows 3 youngsters, one of whom is Bern
Munday – can you work which of the 3 he is?
In true Chronicle style it has re-named David
Sulch (Dick’s son) and Tim Fediw (one-time club
member). Were we really open until 5:30?!
It’s an interesting reminder that Sutton was on
show that day, so has been exhibited for at least
24 years and we are just fitting working signals
now……
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